
MTT Milk Pump (LM only)                                                                        

desired temperature for each milk-based drink and 

get a perfect foam

Aroma Diffusion                                                                                                                    

spread a nice coffee aroma in the environment and 

Coffee Hopper 1.1 Kg                                                                                                                       

hopper capacity: 1.1 Kg

Instant Container 3.0 l                                                                                             

instant container capacity: 3.0 l

MaxSave Energy Saving                                                                                                 

detect the presence/absence of users to reduce 

energy consumption

Armonia Soft Plus Option 

Premium Grinder Set Up                                                      

grinders ready to keep a constant grind setting

Cup Positioning                                                                                             

position cups right under the delivery spout

Hopper Lock                                                                                                                                

hoppers closed with a lock

spread a nice coffee aroma in the environment and 

remove steam inside the machine

Card Reader                                                                                                                      

contactless transponder to read smart cards

Premium Self (Cup Station)                                                                                                           

door covering the dispensing area to guarantee max. 

safe and hygenic conditions, recommended in self 

Direct Coffee Ground Discharge                                                                                            

discharge coffee grounds directly into a bin placed 

under the machine

safe and hygenic conditions, recommended in self 

serve applications                                                                          



Block for Decaffeinated Door                                                                                                         

to block opening of the deca door to guarantee 

safety conditions in self service use

SELF SERVE OPTION

Direct Coffee Ground Discharge                                                                                             

to discharge coffee grounds directly into a bin 

Cellular Modem                                                                                                                  

telemetry system to check machine data and 

revenues, as well as update machine parameters via 

remote control

Coin acceptor + box                                                                                                                                                           

coin box for self serve payments programmable for 

any currency, no change giver 

Block for Waste Drip Tray                                                                                               

to block opening of the drip tray to guarantee safety 

conditions in self service use
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Hopper Locks                                                                                                                                

to close the hoppers with a lock

Cup Positioning                                                                                             

position cups right under the delivery spout

to discharge coffee grounds directly into a bin 

placed under the machine                                                                  

OR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Lock for Coffee Grounds Bin                                                                                       

to block opening of the grounds bin to guarantee 

safety conditions in self service use


